**Forum: What is communication pedagogy?**
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Scholarship of Teaching and Learning (SoTL) views “the work of the classroom as a site for inquiry, asking and answering questions about students’ learning in ways that can improve one’s own classroom and also advance the larger profession of teaching” (Huber & Hutchings, 2005, p. 1). Much like the Communication discipline, SoTL scholars recognize and accept “the diversity in definitions or understandings of SoTL [communication] that exist even among experts in the field” (McKinney, 2007, p. 5), even as we affirm the work of the professoriate involves the scholarship of teaching (Boyer, 1990). As Huber and Hutchings (2006) observed:

> There has always been a literature about the classroom. But systematic attention to teaching has largely been the province of small, disconnected communities of faculty reading and contributing to the few newsletters, journals, and conferences where pedagogical issues in their fields were aired. (p. 26)

As previously described (Danielson, 2012), SoTL offers a systematic approach to the study of teaching and learning by transcending effective teaching or even scholarly teaching (Smith, 2001) and entails a public account open to “critical review by the teacher’s professional peers and amenable to productive employment in future work by members of the same community” (Shulman, 1998, p. 6). Although “there are many ways to improve the quality of education, we believe that the scholarship of teaching and learning holds special promise” (Huber & Hutchings, 2006, p. 25), as does the *Journal of Communication Pedagogy*.

**How does Scholarship of Teaching and Learning Inform Communication Pedagogy?**

Engaging in principles of good SoTL practice elucidates communication pedagogy and offers communication scholars opportunities to contribute to both the Communication discipline and a(n) (inter)national body of scholarship. Felten (2013) identified five principles of good practice in SoTL: (a) inquiry focused on student learning; (b) grounded in context; (c) methodologically sound; (d) conducted in partnership with students; and (e) appropriately public.
The first principle invites us to think of teaching practice and the evidence of student learning as research problems to be investigated, analyzed, represented, and debated (Bass, 1999). Inquiry-driven research questions may be framed as “What is,” “What works,” “visions of the possible,” and “formulations of new conceptual frameworks” (Hutchings, 2000, pp. 4-5). Although all research should be both grounded in both scholarly and local context and be methodologically sound, the second and third principles remind us to recognize how different disciplines incline faculty toward different questions and distinct ways of collecting and analyzing evidence of student learning [see Miller-Young and Yeo’s (2015) Conceptual Framework for an illustration of the range of theories and methodologies available to SoTL researchers]. The fourth and fifth principles implore us to remember that when we engage student voices, we improve student learning and enhance faculty “communities of learning” (Bovill, Cook-Sather, & Felten, 2011; Duda & Danielson, 2015), which then requires that these findings be made public.

Opening our classrooms to educational inquiry has long been a SoTL hallmark. Communal and public sharing is necessary as Bernstein (2008) argued, “When we describe teaching as serious intellectual work or scholarship, we need to prove that the products of teaching can also be rigorously evaluated for excellence by a community of peers” (p. 51). Among our communication peers are SoTL pioneers and former Carnegie Scholars Carolyn Calloway-Thomas and Tracy Russo as well as Sherry Morreale (Huber & Morreale, 2002), whose work highlighted disciplinary styles’ influence on inquiry into teaching and learning.

Drawing upon this seminal work, communication scholars now have opportunities to advance an understanding of communication signature pedagogies and threshold concepts, as but two of our limitless research agendas. Signature pedagogies “reflect the deep structures of the discipline or profession” (Ciccone, 2009, p. xiii). So, how does Communication as a discipline or interpersonal, organizational, or mass communication (or insert your communication sub-discipline) help students think like disciplinary experts? How do we move our students from generic to disciplinary learning (Pace & Middendorf, 2004) or from surface (recognition) to deep (complex, multi-layered, contextualized) learning? Deepening our students’ knowledge—and our understanding of their knowledge—may be advanced through exploration of threshold concepts:

Once students attain a deep understanding of such a concept, there is no going back; the new understanding integrates all previous knowledge into a transformed understanding of the subject, and also delineates its boundaries from other related subjects. Such knowledge, and especially the process of gaining it and transforming one’s understanding, can often be difficult and troublesome for students, as it involves changing and rearranging previous conceptions and misconceptions. (Wismath, Orr, & MacKay, 2015, p. 64)

What are Communication’s threshold concepts? Which communicative concepts produce a transformed understanding of our discipline? If you are not sure Communication threshold concepts exist, consider your course “bottlenecks” or where students struggle to learn or rearrange previous (mis)conceptions. These “teaching problems” may invite you into “the work of the classroom as a site for inquiry, asking and answering questions about students’ learning” (Huber & Hutchings, 2005, p. 1).
Conclusion

Why a Journal of Communication Pedagogy, particularly as grounded in SoTL principles? Borrowing from Shulman (2001): Essentially, it is our professional obligation to be scholars and educators in our disciplines; additionally, this work is practical and will help us and others (as it is made public) improve teaching and learning. Most importantly, you join a “community of educators[-scholars] committed to pedagogical inquiry and innovation [who] come together to exchange ideas about teaching and learning and use them to meet the challenges of educating students” (Huber & Hutchings, 2005, p. x).
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